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Universities as Universities as ‘‘enginesengines’’
of economic developmentof economic development

For national and local governmentsFor national and local governments
Universities are a source of key assets in the innovation Universities are a source of key assets in the innovation 
economy (skilled people, ideas, etc.)economy (skilled people, ideas, etc.)
They attract other key economic development resources They attract other key economic development resources 
(educated people, firms, VC, etc.)(educated people, firms, VC, etc.)
They donThey don’’t move!t move!

For firmsFor firms
Universities can provide key inputs into the innovation Universities can provide key inputs into the innovation 
process (also possibly at lower cost)process (also possibly at lower cost)

For universitiesFor universities
A new source of revenueA new source of revenue
……. and also new challenges. and also new challenges
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““Standard ModelStandard Model”” of Universityof University’’s s 
Role in Economic DevelopmentRole in Economic Development

UniversityUniversity--initiated technological entrepreneurshipinitiated technological entrepreneurship
InventionsInventions
PatentsPatents
LicensesLicenses
SpinSpin--offsoffs
Local SMEsLocal SMEs
SpilloversSpillovers

…… But the model is incomplete.  UniversityBut the model is incomplete.  University’’s role is s role is 
not just about tech transfer.not just about tech transfer.
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Myth #1:  SpinMyth #1:  Spin--offs offs 
are where the action isare where the action is

New business formation around university New business formation around university 
technology, though increasing, is still a very small technology, though increasing, is still a very small 
contributor to the total number of business starts contributor to the total number of business starts 
(2(2--3% or less in the US).3% or less in the US).

StartStart--ups that license university intellectual property: 400ups that license university intellectual property: 400--
500/yr500/yr
Total universityTotal university--related startrelated start--ups: 8000ups: 8000--10,000/yr10,000/yr
Total rate of new firmTotal rate of new firm--starts: ~550,000/yrstarts: ~550,000/yr

Patents issued to US universities: 3700/yrPatents issued to US universities: 3700/yr
Total US patents granted: 150,000/yrTotal US patents granted: 150,000/yr
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Myth #2:  Universities Myth #2:  Universities 
get rich off tech transferget rich off tech transfer

Total licensing revenue to universities is (and will remain) a sTotal licensing revenue to universities is (and will remain) a small mall 
fraction of research revenues.fraction of research revenues.

44--6% in the US6% in the US

A few highly remunerative licensesA few highly remunerative licenses……
But only 125 university licenses out of >20,000 total yield moreBut only 125 university licenses out of >20,000 total yield more than than 
$1million/yr$1million/yr

Estimated that half of US Tech Licensing Offices in the US are Estimated that half of US Tech Licensing Offices in the US are 
estimated to make a negative contribution to university financesestimated to make a negative contribution to university finances..

There are, of course, sideThere are, of course, side--benefits (e.g., culture of entrepreneurship)benefits (e.g., culture of entrepreneurship)

But donBut don’’t expect licensing to transform the finances of the university.t expect licensing to transform the finances of the university.
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Myth #3:  Licenses and patents as Myth #3:  Licenses and patents as 
routes of university tech transferroutes of university tech transfer

Licensing university patents is only one of several ways Licensing university patents is only one of several ways 
companies access university technology.companies access university technology.

Other mechanisms include:Other mechanisms include:
Applying university research found in publicationsApplying university research found in publications
Using university scientists as consultants to apply research Using university scientists as consultants to apply research 
conducted at their own universitiesconducted at their own universities
Collaborating with academic scientists to apply university reseaCollaborating with academic scientists to apply university research rch 
developed elsewhere.developed elsewhere.

Indirect mechanisms may be more important. Indirect mechanisms may be more important. 

In most industries, patents are not the primary basis of In most industries, patents are not the primary basis of 
competition.competition.
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Myth #3:  Licenses and patents as Myth #3:  Licenses and patents as 
routes of university tech transferroutes of university tech transfer
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OutsideOutside--In PerspectiveIn Perspective

How can universities strengthen the abilities How can universities strengthen the abilities 
of local firms to of local firms to take up take up and and apply apply new new 
technological knowledge and productively?technological knowledge and productively?
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LIS Case PortfolioLIS Case Portfolio
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Four Pathways of Four Pathways of 
InnovationInnovation--Led Growth Led Growth 

I.I. Indigenous creation of new industryIndigenous creation of new industry
Silicon Valley: Personal computersSilicon Valley: Personal computers
Boston: Systems biologyBoston: Systems biology

II.II. Transplantation of new industryTransplantation of new industry
II--85 Corridor (NC/SC): Automotive85 Corridor (NC/SC): Automotive
TaipeiTaipei--Hsinchu corridor (Taiwan): ElectronicsHsinchu corridor (Taiwan): Electronics

III.III. Diversification of existing industryDiversification of existing industry
Akron, OH: Tires Akron, OH: Tires Advanced polymersAdvanced polymers
Rochester, NY Rochester, NY Cameras, copiers Cameras, copiers optoelectronicsoptoelectronics

IV.IV. Upgrading of existing industryUpgrading of existing industry
Tempere, Finland: Industrial MachineryTempere, Finland: Industrial Machinery
Charlotte, NC: Motor SportsCharlotte, NC: Motor Sports
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Type I Type IV
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Finding 3:  UniversityFinding 3:  University’’s role depends s role depends 
on development trajectory on development trajectory 
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Typology of Typology of 
Regional TrajectoriesRegional Trajectories
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Silicon Valleys of the Silicon Valleys of the 
Second Industrial RevolutionSecond Industrial Revolution

* Rochester
* Akron
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Silicon Valleys of the Silicon Valleys of the 
Second Industrial RevolutionSecond Industrial Revolution

By the 1980s, major By the 1980s, major 
companies had moved companies had moved 
manufacturing to lower manufacturing to lower 
cost regionscost regions

Broadened research and Broadened research and 
development beyond local development beyond local 
areaarea

Shifted R&D toward Shifted R&D toward 
advanced materials and advanced materials and 
applications.applications.
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The Social Capital The Social Capital 
of the Universityof the University

Universities occupy a Universities occupy a 
uniquely central role in uniquely central role in 
the networks of trust the networks of trust 
which define the which define the 
various spheres of the various spheres of the 
innovation ecosystem.innovation ecosystem.
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Akron: Fountain ApproachAkron: Fountain Approach
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Rochester: Forum ApproachRochester: Forum Approach
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Akron 1982Akron 1982--19831983
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Rochester 1982Rochester 1982--19831983
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Akron: 2002Akron: 2002--20032003
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Rochester 2002Rochester 2002--20032003
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Adjusting to the Adjusting to the 
New Rules: AkronNew Rules: Akron
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Adjusting to the Adjusting to the 
New Rules: RochesterNew Rules: Rochester
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General Research Questions General Research Questions 

1.1. What makes a region What makes a region ““innovativeinnovative””? ? 

2.2. To what degree is innovation local?To what degree is innovation local?

3.3. Is there any evidence that policies have impact?Is there any evidence that policies have impact?

4.4. Under what conditions do regions actually capture the Under what conditions do regions actually capture the 
benefits of the innovations they generate?benefits of the innovations they generate?

5.5. To what degree to the answers to these questions depend To what degree to the answers to these questions depend 
on the trajectory of technology in the region?on the trajectory of technology in the region?

6.6. To what degree do research parks contribute to each of To what degree do research parks contribute to each of 
these?these?
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Questions Specific to Research ParksQuestions Specific to Research Parks

How do networks among technology focused research parks How do networks among technology focused research parks 
differ from those with a mix of technologies?  differ from those with a mix of technologies?  

Among tenants of the park?Among tenants of the park?
Between tenants and local actors (e.g., universities, existing Between tenants and local actors (e.g., universities, existing 
companies)?companies)?
Between participants and key suppliers, customers and research Between participants and key suppliers, customers and research 
partners globally?partners globally?
Are Are ““densedense”” networks desirable?  Are networks desirable?  Are ““entrepreneurialentrepreneurial”” networks networks 
possible?possible?

What is the role of intermediaries and brokers?What is the role of intermediaries and brokers?
Active facilitation of information, people, financial resources Active facilitation of information, people, financial resources between between 
companies, university departments, internal and external?companies, university departments, internal and external?
““MatchMatch--makingmaking””; party hosting; party hosting

Labor market circulationLabor market circulation
Serial entrepreneurs, serial techSerial entrepreneurs, serial tech--startstart--up employeesup employees
Student career trajectoriesStudent career trajectories
Star scientistsStar scientists
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Data collectionData collection

Contextualized case studiesContextualized case studies
DifferencesDifferences--inin--differencesdifferences
Natural experimentsNatural experiments
Matched PairsMatched Pairs

Network dataNetwork data
Job histories (key would be identifying a pool of Job histories (key would be identifying a pool of 
potential recruits)potential recruits)
Patent coPatent co--authorshipauthorship
Paper coPaper co--authorshipauthorship
Licensing Licensing 
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